“Cleanliness is the most important
factor in selecting a hotel” - Chubb
The Guest Room mattress is a critical

protection

investment and

has the greatest impact on the GUEST EXPERIENCE. Now you
can protect that investment for LESS than

5 cents per day

and ensure every guest is treated to a sleep experience that is
free from odors and cross contamination.

PCIPAD COLOR CODING
76 X 80

KING

RED

60 X 80

QUEEN

BLUE

54 X 80

DBLE / F

GREEN

38 X 80

TWIN

ORANGE



Additional sizes available upon request

Corner-to-Corner™ Mattress Protection
for any challenge

Cleaning up the Environment One Room at a Time™
For More Information Call

888 920 0370

Testimonials
PCIPAD
“The PCiPads go un-noticed by our guests….the mattress pads do not change anything
about the Guest sleep experience” - The Phoenician Hotel
“We have had several accidents that would have ruined the mattresses but the pads
worked. They were washed and placed back on the beds without any difficulty” - Aloft
“We are opening this Hotel in May…I want to protect the investment of the owners. I
have seen what happens to mattresses with stains and odors and we don’t want that to
happen here” - Le Meridien
“They are soft and comfortable…they do not have anything (hair) sticking to them after
being washed like the other pads we used to have” - The St. Regis

PerfectCLEAN
I wanted to send you a note on how pleased we are with the Perfect Clean Micro fiber
products. My comments below refers to both the Westin Bayshore Hotel in Vancouver,
Canada and the Westin Waltham, MA.
1. They love to use the wipers as they clean the surfaces nicely and they do not leave
lint after cleaning like a cloth
2. They reduce chemicals and streaks when cleaning mirrors.
3. Cleaning shower walls and bathroom floors takes less time and they are less tired at
the end of the day.
4. The different colors are a big help and avoids cross-contamination.
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